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Protech Medical Apron Specification Sheets - 2023

For sizing and color options, please see our sizing and fabric 
color documents or view them online at protechmed.com.

DENTAL
 APRON

MODEL: [ AP-DA ]

FRONTAL PROTECTION

The Dental apron provides optimal protection during dental procedures and x-rays. 
Available in both lead and lead-free options, the dental apron comes with large 

hanging straps for easy storage. Optional upgrades like thyroid collar and anti-slip 
interior are also available.

Adult sizing: 28”W  x 23.5”L (from neckline); Pediatric sizing: 23.5”W x 18”L (from neckline)

*CE applies to Lead and Prolite IEC from 0.25 to 1.00mm LE*

Optional Anti-slip 
Fabric Interior

No Closure

Available in adult and 
pediatric sizes

We recommend adding 
anti-slip fabric on interior 
to reduce slippage and 
improve fit.

APRON FEATURES

Embroidery Logo

ADDITIONAL CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Large Hanging Straps

Optional Thyroid Collar

Reduces slippage and improves 
fit.

An optional built-in, velcro 
thyroid collar provides added 
protection for your thyroid

Core Material Weight (0.25mm) Thickness Options

Lead 

Prolite

Prolite IECIEC

3500 gsm

2850 gsm

3000 gsm

0.25mm

0.30mm

0.30mm
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For sizing and color options, please see our sizing and fabric 
color documents or view them online at protechmed.com.

PEDIATRIC 
DENTAL APRON

MODEL: [ AP-DA-CH ]

FRONTAL PROTECTION

The Dental apron provides optimal protection during dental procedures and x-rays. 
Available in both lead and lead-free options, the dental apron comes with large 

hanging straps for easy storage. Optional upgrades like thyroid collar and anti-slip 
interior are also available.

Adult sizing: 28”W  x 23.5”L (from neckline); Pediatric sizing: 23.5”W x 18”L (from neckline)

*CE applies to Lead and Prolite IEC from 0.25 to 1.00mm LE*

Optional Anti-slip 
Fabric Interior

No Closure

Available in adult and 
pediatric sizes

We recommend adding 
anti-slip fabric on interior 
to reduce slippage and 
improve fit.

APRON FEATURES

Embroidery Logo

ADDITIONAL CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

Large Hanging Straps

Optional Thyroid Collar

Reduces slippage and improves 
fit.

An optional built-in, velcro 
thyroid collar provides added 
protection for your thyroid

Core Material Weight (0.25mm) Thickness Options

Lead 

Prolite

Prolite IECIEC

3500 gsm

2850 gsm

3000 gsm

0.25mm

0.30mm

0.30mm


